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The relationship between listening and reading has long been an area of

interest. The similarities between the two are seemingly simple and pedagogical-

ly provocative. For example, reading for main ideas, that often drilled-upon

"basic comprehension skill" of the workbooks, and listening for in ideas seem

to be the same kind of oper ns; if they are, then surely one can be taught

to reinforce the other, or possibly to economize on classroom time, be taught

in place of the other. Yet, despite the seeming similarities, listening is not

r Aing. Unlike the listener, the reader may take his time getting the message;

be may return to a passage earlier read to double-check a fact or verify par_

a syllagism. The listener, -n the other hand, has non.-linguistic features of

communication availablil to him that the reader almost never has: he can check a

speaker's facial onpressions; he can listen for the speaker's use of stress, pitch,

and pause as they work to make clear the speaker's intent; he can even interrupt

the speaker and ask for clarification or instant replay.

Are then listening and reading so different that no practical purpose exi ts

for exploring possible relationships? Or are they similar enough so that likenesses

can be exploited in the classroom to expedite instruction, to reinforce skills, to

save time for both the learner and teacher. The questions are provocative for

many teachers and researchers. There are teachers who have attempted to explore

possible relationships and who have discovered fresh, interesting teaching

strategies in this area, and there are educational researchers who have de- gned

and replicated ingenious studies to discover more about how listening works

and how it relates to reading.

It is the purpose of this paper to look again at listening and reading, to

review what has been learned by both teachers and researchers, to evaluate some

_f the information, insights, and findings which exist, and to suggest .some

possibly fruitful avenues for teac ling and further research. The first part of

the paper will examine ways in which listening and reading are alike and ways

which they are dissimilar.



The second part will look at the "thinking-base" of both listening and reading and

examine directions teaching and research might take in the future. (This paper

does not touch upon listening as the basis for all reading instruction in the

sense that reading is normally superimposed on a listening foundation and that

the ability to listen seems to set limits on the ability to read. Neither will

it t eat the aes hetic dimension of listening so important in the teaching and

enjoyment of literapare.)

Listening and reading are dissimilar in a number of ways and these differences

need to be examined in order to better understand the ways in which the two seem

to be comparable and perhaps mutually reinforcing. It may be noted, first, that

the situations or communications contexts are different in many respects. The

reader is usually alone with the printed page; he can neither ask it questions

nor pick up signals apart from the print the wxiter has indicated. The listener,

on.the other hand, has his communicator there before him; he can interrupt,

cajole, insist upon clarification; he has also the advantage of being able to
-

study facial expressions, eyebrow movements, subtle bodily twitches, etc. He

can also, if he has developed minimal sophistication in the language pick up

signals from ghe way the speaker delivers his message, that is he can note the

suprasegmental patterns, the speaker s use of stress, pitch, and juncture.

(The speaker who
on our street like Tom " implies,stresses "boys" in "The boys

perhaps, that the girls do not; the speaker Ow stresses "our11 in the same

Sentence may imply that boys on other streets do the speaker who raises

his basic pitch on T -" gives the statement an inter ogative di ction.) The

use of italics and the punctuation system never quite replace the mechanis s

that-the speaker and listener take foi granted. The whole speaking - list ning

context is affected, too, by considerations that _arely influence the reader. The
-



listener can be powerfully influenced by the loudness or seftness of the speaker's

voice, by his politeness or rudeness, by seemingly trivial and non-linguistic

features such as the color of his tie (or its absence in certain contexts), his

hair style, the button he wears in his lapel. All of these nonlinguistie

features and more shape in a variety of subtle ways the actual message. As one

researcher points out in a review of the ways in which critical reading differs

from critical listening, "a political speech delivered against the background of

imposing music may give an Impression of dignity and power to an otherwise vapid

oration" (Lundsteen, 1964).

There is another way in which listening differs markedly from reading: each

takes place in a very different time context. The reader can look back to check

his interpretation of a fact; he may stop when fatigued and return to the page

when refreshed; he can look ahead to make sure he understands the writer's

purpose or plan of direction; he can even refuse to be communicated with by

shutting the book. The listener can do none of these; he is caught in the

inexorable movement of time. He may be able to unterrupt the speaker but he

cannot go back in time; he must trust to his memory which maybe spotty or

inaccurate. And, he cannot project forward to check the speaker's intentions

or plan of presentation.

Reading and listening, then, are not quite the same; they are two different

modes of language reception, each operating by different game rules and each

making somewhat different demands upon the person on the receiving end of the

communication. Accepting these differences, however, it is still important to

examine ways in which the two are alike for it is because of their similarities

that the area of listening and reading is so provocative to many teachers and

researchers.



Both are concerned with the intake half of the counications rocess.

Since the 1930's, many teachers, curriculum specialists, and researchers have

defined the language arts as 'reading, writing, speaking, and listening."

This definition was based upon a communications model which placed speaking and

writing at one end of the communications fra ework, and listening and reading

at the other; speaking and writing in the "output" bracket had to do with the

production of ideas and the expression of opinion, while listening and reading,

their opposites, were in the "input" bracket in that they had to do with the

consuming of the speaker's e 's ideas and opinions (Commission on the

English Curriculum, 1952). To use two terms currently in vogue, speaking and

writing are at the encoding side of the communications situation and listening

and reading are at the 'decoding side.

This model still makes reas nably good sense. If ane accepts it, then

obviously, reading and listening are alike. Both are concerned with intake,

not with the production of messages but with their acceptance into a system.

Because most reading research since the 1930's has been predicated upon this

Communications model, most examinations of listening and reading have started

out by recognizing that both listening and reading have at least one feature in

common: both have t- do with the receiving end of communication. (For a

different view, see Stich ).

Hi h correlations exist bet een test scores in readin and listenin

A second way in which they are alike is that test scores in the two areas have

always correlated highly. When researchers have examined test scores in reading

and listening obtained from the same populations the coefficients of correlat.ion

have always run high and positive. For example, Ross in one study repot ed a

coefficient of .74; Brown in another found coefficients of .82, .76, and .77 at

various grade levels Duker in examining several studies reported an average

coeffiCient of .57. Despite some various questions raised about the listening



tests used to establish these correlations (see Devine, 1968), it seema

apparent that listening and reading are related, at least in terms of the abilities

listening and reading tests measure.

Each seems to be a complex of related skills eom.onents. It is this third

area of relationship that most interests : any teachers and researchers and which

ought to be examined in more depth. Reading and listening both seem to be a

complex of related skills components; both reflect, at the language or applied

level, the same higher mental processes; both may be broken down into the same,

or almost the same, sub-skills. Almost all reading research, especially the

research that has been most directly educational in its motivations, has been

predicated upon the belief that reading is made up of such skills as reading to

follow a sequence, reading to find main ideas, reading to recognize supporting

details and examples, reading to recognize iaferences, etc. Such break-downs

are the bases of almost all basal reading programs, most teaching materials, and

much reading research (Devine, 1969). From its earliest development as an area

for teaching and research, listening has been treated in the same way. It has

been accepted as a composite of separate processes or sub-skills, almost

identical to their counterparts in reading: listening to follow a sequence of

ideas, listening to find a speaker's main ideas listening to recognize supporting

details and examples, listening to recognize a speaker's inferences, etc. (See

Smith, Goodman, and Merideth; Lundstee 1971; and the Brown-Carlsen Listening

Com rehension Test, 1949, or the STBV Listenin g Test).

When one examines specialized areas of listening and reading, such as

critical reading and critical listening, the same kind of break-down into separate

processes or sub-skills is apparent in the literature of teaching and research.

ta critical reading, for example, one finds distinguishing fact from opinion,

recognizing a writer's bias, noting emotionally-eharged words, or evaluating a

ter's sources of information; in critical listening, distinguishing a speaker's



facts from opinions, recognizing a speaker's bias, noting a speaker's use of

emot onally-charged wrirds, or evaluating a speaker's sources of information.

If listening and reading are composites of related sub-skills, then it

possible to draw some important inferences for teaching. If, for example,

reading for main ideas and listening for main ideas are comparable in that they

both reflect at the language level the same mental process, then perhaps both

could be taught together so that one re-inforces tha other or taught so that one

replaces the other to effect economy in teaching time. The possibilities here

are provocative, and many teachers have explored them. This is still, however,

a largely uncharted area in teaching and research. One study that suggests

itself is to (1) select three critical reading skills such as distinguishing

between fact and opinion, recognizing a writer bias, and noting loaded or

emotionally-char ed words and three comparable critical listening skills such as

distinguishing between a speaker's facts and opinions, recognizing a speaker's

bias, and noting a speaker's use of loaded words; then (2) teach the critical

reading skills to one group _f students and the c ical listening skills to a

second group; and (3) test the'reading group with a listening test and the

listening group with a rending test.

Several attempts have been made to teach reading in general, that

withouthighlighting specific sub-skills and testing in listening, and then '

teaching listening as a generalized skill and then testing for reading improvement.

The results have generally been negative (Devine, 1968). Only a few researchers

have yet tried to directly teach one set of sub-skills.in reading and test for

the comparable sub-skills in listening, and vice-versa (Evans; Leeds). There

is some evidence, as Lundsteen has indicated, that instruction in listening may

bKing improvement in r ading. She notes twelve studies covering almost all

grades and IQ levels which suggest that listening instruction may have enhanced

reading achievement, especially at the first grade level (Lundsteen, 1968).



This whole area, however, has still not been studied in encough depth to make

generalizations or suggest definite changes in teaching practices.

II

The above examination of the waya in which reading and listening are re-

lated leads to some inferences about the relationship which have yet to be

discussed in any depth in the research literature and to some interesting

possibilities for further research and classroom practice.

It may be that all ins_ uction in reading beyond the very first or decod-

ing stage is really training in-how to think. It may be, too, that the teaching

of listening -- beyond basic instruction in following di ections or paying

attention -- is actually training in thinking. The terminology found in reading

skills books is revealing; reference is made t- 'reading to find main ideas,"

ceding to note supporting details," "reading to recognize inferences. The

processes the terminclogy attempts to describe have as much (or more) to do with

thinking_ as with reading. The s'ame may be noted of the terminology used in

listening iastruction; "listening for a speakee- ideas," "listening for

supporting detail_ " or "listening to recognize.inferences" describe thinking

activities as much as listening. Underlying b th listening and reading skills

probably are the same or similar mental processes.

One way, then, to better understand the relationship between reading and

listening and their relationship to thinking is to recognize that reading and

listening have a common thinking-base. There are probably a variety of

-identifiable higher-mental processes behind the reading and listening skills

and the listening and read ng skills are probably reflections of these higher-

mental processes at work. When teacher- attempt to teach the reading skill-

recognizing a writer's inferences, or reading to distinguish between valid or

invalid inferences', or reading to -upport inferences, they are probably develop-

ing the ability to use the higher-mental process of recognizing inferences or



the related process of Inference - making.

If one accept this point of view, the inferences to be made about the teach-

ing of listening and reading are provocative. Teachers have long paid lip-service

the notion that one of the aims of education is to make students think. Indeed,

influential national education association in the United States has declared

that the first goal of all education is the development of critical thinking.

examination of curriculum guides and courses of study for many school systems

reveals a similar eonirmcnt to the teaching of thinking. However, random visits

to classrooms seldom uncovers systematic attempts.to help children and young

adults master methods of effective thinking. While individual teachers often

create highly stimulating lessons and learning activities that promote thinking

beyond simple memorization, little evidence exists of rigorous, school-wide

programs for the improvement of thinking (Devine, 1964).

What has all this to do with the teaching of reading? It may be that those

most directly responsible for teaching reading and listening, the reading and

language arts teachers -- at every grade level -- have the greatest potential

for actually improving the thinking capacities of y uth. If reading and listening

skills are recognized as reflections at the language or applied level of specific

thinking processes, then it may be possible to const uct a reading - language arts

curriculum, extending from the primary levels through secondary school, which

truly fosters effective thinking.

Stages in the development of such a model curriculum would include ) the

identification and selection of those higher-mental processes believed to be most

significant, most useful, and most capable of being approached through language,

(2) the "tr slation" of these processes into reading and listening skills, and

(3) the assembling of a collection of teaching strategies. These stages are

discussed below.

Selecting significant thinking_precesses. -- Teachers, reading specialists,

10



ca-rilul specialists, and others involved in the preparation of the curriculum

uld need, _irst, to identify and select those higher-mental p- gess s they

considered most useful and most capable of being treated in a language context.

For organizational thinking, they might select such processes as identifying

main or central ideas, identifying supporting examples and details, or placing

ideas in sequence of importance. For critical thinking, they might choose

distinguishing fact from opinion or recognizing inferences.

Translatin ocesses into sk -- These higher- -al processes,

mental constructs as they s-and, need to be translated next into appropriate

language skills. The process, identifying main ideas, may be re-stated, for

curriculum terms, as two language skills, the reading skill of identifying a writer's

main ideas and the listening skill of identifying a speaker's main ideas. The

higher-mental process of recognizing inferences may be best seen in a language

context as the reading skill of recognizing a writer's inferences or the listening

skill of recognizing a speaker's inferences.

Colleetin teachin s rategies - The third stage in developing this

teaching-curriculum model would be to develop workable teaching strateg es.

Teachers who will later implement the model in the classroom may provide a

valuable source of tested teaching activities and methods. The professional

literature in reading is rich, too, in instructional strategies; recent articles

and books contain countless, valuable suggestions for moving from the identifica-

tion of the most important thinking processes, through their translation into

lists of appropriate readiag-listening skills, to, finally, actual learning in

the classroom. (For excellent teaching suggestions, see Webber, 1974.)

The possibilities for developing a teaching program in the language arts

would stress reading and listening as tools for thinking and avenues for

getting at the thinking processes are not only viable but, as implied, stimulating

for teachers curriculum planners, and designers of educational research.
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